
Martin D35: The Perfect Guitar for Rock, Country, and
Blues Music

The Martin D35 Guitar is an iconic acoustic guitar model known for its unique sound and
exceptional craftsmanship. It is part of Martin Guitar's Dreadnought series and was first
introduced in 1965. The D35 has since become one of the most popular models in the Martin
Guitar lineup, beloved by guitarists of all levels for its clear and resonant sound.

The D35 is renowned for its solid Sitka spruce top, solid East Indian rosewood back and sides,
and bracing design that enhances its resonance and projection. It features a dreadnought body
shape with a 14-fret design, making it comfortable for both strumming and fingerpicking. The
guitar also features a slim, fast neck that is easy to play, making it ideal for both beginners and
professionals alike.

The D35 has a rich history in the music industry, with notable musicians such as Johnny Cash,
Bob Dylan, and Elvis Presley among its fans. Its distinctive sound and versatility make it a
popular choice for a wide range of genres, from folk and country to rock and blues. The guitar's
popularity has continued to grow over the years, with modern musicians such as Ed Sheeran
and Chris Stapleton also favoring the D35.

In short, the Martin D35 guitar is a classic and timeless model that has stood the test of time. Its
unique design and exceptional sound quality make it a favorite among guitar enthusiasts around
the world.
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Sound and tonal quality of the Martin D35

The Martin D35 is widely renowned for its exceptional sound and tonal quality. It boasts a
balanced and clear sound that is full of depth and warmth, with a strong and defined mid-range.
The guitar's bass is deep and rich, while the treble notes are crisp and bright. The D35 has a
resonant and projecting voice that cuts through any mix with ease.

One of the defining features of the D35's sound is its three-piece back made from Indian
rosewood, which gives the guitar a distinct tonal character. The combination of the solid Sitka
spruce top and the Indian rosewood back and sides creates a complex and rich sound that is
perfect for a variety of playing styles and genres. The guitar also features a scalloped bracing
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pattern that enhances its projection and sustain, contributing to its powerful and dynamic sound.

In comparison to other Martin guitar models, the D35 stands out for its strong bass and mid-
range response, making it ideal for playing in a band or ensemble setting. It is also versatile
enough to handle a range of playing styles, from fingerstyle to flatpicking, and everything in
between. Overall, the Martin D35's sound quality is one of the main reasons why it has become
such a popular choice among guitar players of all levels and styles.

Design and craftsmanship of the Martin D35

The Martin D35 is a dreadnought style acoustic guitar with a three-piece back design made up
of solid East Indian rosewood. The top is made from solid Sitka spruce, which is a popular
choice of wood for guitar tops due to its combination of strength, stiffness, and elasticity. The
bracing system used in the D35 is Martin's standard X-bracing, which provides excellent stability
and sustain to the guitar's sound.

The fingerboard and bridge of the D35 are made from ebony, which is a durable and dense
wood that provides a smooth playing surface for the guitar's strings. The neck of the D35 is
made from select hardwood, which is known for its strength and stability, and is shaped into a
modified low oval profile for ease of play.

The overall craftsmanship of the D35 is of the highest quality, with a hand-fitted dovetail neck
joint, hand-scalloped top bracing, and carefully selected and matched tonewoods. Martin Guitar
Company has been building guitars since 1833, and their experience and attention to detail are
evident in every aspect of the D35's design and construction.

The attention to detail and craftsmanship of the D35 make it a premium instrument that will
stand the test of time. The combination of high-quality tonewoods and expert construction
techniques result in a guitar that produces a balanced and articulate sound with excellent
projection and sustain.

Comparison of Martin D35 with other guitar models

The Martin D35 is an exceptional guitar, but how does it compare to other Martin models and
guitars from other brands? Let's take a closer look.

Compared to other Martin models, the D35 is known for having a distinct sound due to its three-
piece back design. The D28, for example, has a two-piece back and a different bracing pattern,
resulting in a slightly different sound. The D18, on the other hand, has a more mid-range
focused sound with a mahogany body instead of rosewood.

In terms of guitars from other brands in a similar price range, the D35 stands out for its sound
and craftsmanship. The Taylor 314ce is a popular choice in this range, but its sound may be too
bright for some players. The Gibson J-45 is another well-known option, but it has a more mellow
sound compared to the D35's brightness.
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Overall, the Martin D35 holds its own against other guitar models in its price range and beyond,
thanks to its unique design and high-quality craftsmanship. It's worth trying out and comparing
to other guitars to see which one best suits your playing style and musical preferences.

Who is the Martin D35 guitar best suited for?

The Martin D35 is a versatile guitar that can accommodate a wide range of playing styles and
genres of music. Due to its deep and balanced tone, it is particularly well-suited for players who
enjoy fingerpicking and strumming styles. The D35's responsiveness to a light touch allows for
nuanced playing and fingerstyle techniques, making it an excellent choice for players who
prioritize dynamic range and tonal expressiveness.

The D35's tonal characteristics also make it a favorite among country, folk, and bluegrass
guitarists. The guitar's powerful projection and rich overtones are ideal for solo performances
and lead playing, while its balanced tone makes it suitable for accompanying singers and other
instrumentalists.

Overall, the Martin D35 is a great choice for any guitarist looking for a versatile and high-quality
instrument that can handle a variety of playing styles and genres. Its unique sound and
exceptional craftsmanship make it a valuable addition to any guitarist's collection.

Pros and Cons of the Martin D35

As with any guitar model, the Martin D35 has its own set of advantages and disadvantages.
Understanding these can help you decide if the D35 is the right guitar for you.

Pros:

1. Unique Sound: The D35 has a unique sound that is often described as rich and deep.
The combination of a solid spruce top and solid East Indian rosewood back and sides
produces a full-bodied sound that is often sought after by guitarists.

2. High-Quality Materials: The materials used to construct the D35 are of high quality and
are meant to last a lifetime. This guitar is built to withstand the rigors of touring and
everyday use.

3. Beautiful Design: The D35 has a beautiful design that is both classic and elegant. The
three-piece back and abalone inlays are just a few of the design features that make this
guitar stand out.

4. Versatility: While the D35 is known for its deep sound, it is also a versatile guitar that can
be used for a variety of music genres.

5. Resale Value: The Martin D35 has a strong resale value, making it a good investment
for guitarists who are looking to upgrade or sell their instrument in the future.
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Cons:

1. Price: The Martin D35 is not a cheap guitar, and it may be out of reach for many
guitarists. However, the high-quality materials and craftsmanship justify the price tag.

2. Weight: The D35 is a heavy guitar, weighing in at around 5 pounds. This may make it
uncomfortable for some guitarists to play for extended periods.

3. Bright Sound: While the D35 has a deep sound, some guitarists may find it too bright or
lacking in mid-range frequencies.

4. Not for Everyone: While the D35 is a versatile guitar, it may not be the right fit for every
guitarist. Its unique sound and design may not appeal to everyone.

5. Limited Availability: Due to the high demand for the D35, it may be difficult to find one in
stock at your local guitar store.

Overall, the Martin D35 Guitar is a high-quality guitar that has a unique sound and beautiful
design. While it may not be the right fit for everyone, it is a worthy investment for guitarists who
are looking for a high-quality instrument that is built to last a lifetime.

Maintenance and care for the Martin D35

Maintaining and caring for your Martin D35 guitar is essential to ensure its longevity and
sustain its sound quality. Here are some tips to help you take care of your D35:

1. Keep your guitar in a suitable environment: Store your D35 guitar in a room with a
temperature between 65 and 75 degrees Fahrenheit and relative humidity levels
between 40 and 50%. Extreme temperatures and humidity can damage the guitar's
tonewoods and affect its sound quality.

2. Clean your guitar regularly: Use a soft, clean cloth to wipe down your guitar's body,
neck, and strings after each use. Avoid using harsh chemicals or solvents that can
damage the finish or tonewoods.

3. Use a humidifier: If the humidity levels in your environment are too low, you may need to
use a humidifier to maintain the ideal levels for your guitar. You can purchase a guitar-
specific humidifier that fits inside the soundhole or case.

4. Change strings regularly: Strings lose their tonal quality and brightness over time, so it's
important to change them regularly. How often you should change strings depends on
how often you play and how hard you play.
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5. Protect your guitar during transport: When transporting your guitar, always use a padded
case or gig bag to protect it from scratches and damage.

6. Get regular maintenance and checkups: Take your D35 guitar to a qualified technician
for regular maintenance and checkups. They can inspect and adjust the guitar's neck,
bridge, and frets, ensuring it's in top playing condition.
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By following these tips, you can ensure your Martin D35 guitar stays in excellent condition and
retains its high-quality sound for years to come.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Martin D35 is an iconic guitar model that has stood the test of time. Its unique
sound and tonal quality make it a favorite among musicians in various genres and playing
styles. The D35's design and construction are of the highest quality, with attention to detail and
the use of high-quality materials.

When considering the purchase of a Martin D35, it is important to weigh the pros and cons and
consider whether it is the right guitar for your playing style and musical preferences. Owning a
D35 requires maintenance and care, but with the right upkeep, it can last a lifetime.

Overall, the Martin D35 is a worthy investment for any serious guitarist looking for a high-quality
instrument with a distinctive sound and rich history. Visit a Martin Guitar dealer to try out the
D35 and see if it is the right guitar for you.
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